Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

1.

1.

limpid; pellucid; clear

1.

discerning; prescient

2.

far-sighted

Word
murky

2.
3.

adj. [heavy and obscure with smoke, fog, etc] overcast;
misty, turbid
adj. [not clearly understood or expressed] vague;
indeterminate; obscure
adj. [dark and gloomy] bleak; dingy; dismal

muster

v. [to gather or bring together] gather; assemble; marshal;
summon

musty

1.
2.

adj. [having a stale smell or taste, as an unused room, food
etc.] moldy; putrid; rank; rancid
adj. [stale with age; no longer in use] antiquated; worn-out;
trite; fusty; antediluvian

muted

adj. [in a softened tone] hushed; muffled; quiet; silent; subdued

mutilate

1.
2.

myopic

1.
2.

naivety

v. [to damage or cut off a limb or other important part]
maim, dismember, disfigure, mangle
v. [to damage or destroy by removing an essential part or
parts] mar, deface
adj. [lacking foresight] short-sighted; unforesightful;
headlong
adj. [inability to see distant objects properly] short-sighted

n. [the quality of being unsuspecting; lacking sophistication]
simplicity; artlessness; ingenuousness

worldliness; sophistication

Analogy: guile : naivety :: tardy : promptness
narrative

1.
2.

natation

adj. [related to telling of a story] fictional; descriptive;
recounted
n. [a story] account; anecdote; narration; tale

n. [the act or art of swimming]
Related Words:
natatorium: n. swimming pool

nautical

adj. [relating to sailors, ships or navigation] maritime; marine;
naval

nebulous

1.

adj. [unclear] vague; indistinct; obscure; hazy

2.

adj. [cloudy] hazy

necromancy

n. [the practice of claiming to foretell the future by allegedly
communicating with the dead] black magic; sorcery; wizardry;
witchcraft

nefarious

adj. [extremely wicked] villainous; iniquitous; treacherous

1.

clear; distinct; limpid;
pellucid; unambiguous

exemplary; virtuous;
angelic; benign

Analogy: nefarious : wickedness :: generous : liberality
negate ®

1.
2.

v. [to contradict] belie; refute
v. [to render ineffective or to prove false] repeal; retract;
invalidate

nemesis

n. [an opponent seeking revenge] enemy; rival; adversary;
antagonist; detractor

neophyte ®

n. [beginner in some activity] novice; entrant; fledgling;
freshman
Related Words: amateur; dilettante; tyro, apprentice, rookie
Analogy:
inexperience : neophyte :: irresponsibility : wastrel
inexperience : neophyte :: ludicrous : buffoon

1.
2.

affirm

veteran

